
Art inSight Daytrip  
 

Fort Worth Art Museums 
Saturday, November 11, 2017 

 
 

Spend time in Fort Worth’s three renowned art museums—highlights: 
 
KIMBELL ART MUSEUM    
Special exhibition—Casanova: The Seduction of Europe  
An exhibition that explores life in the eighteenth century through the eyes of 
one of its most colorful characters, Giacomo Casanova (1725–1798).  
Renowned in modern times for his amorous pursuits, Casanova lived not only 
in Italy, but in France and England, and his travels took him to the Ottoman 
Empire and to meet Catherine the Great in Saint Petersburg. Gathering 
together paintings, sculpture, works on paper, furnishings, porcelains, silver, 
and period costume, Casanova will bring this world of travel, courtship, theater, 
and dining to life. 
 

AMON CARTER MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART    
Wild Spaces, Open Seasons: Hunting and Fishing in American Art  
The first major exhibition to explore the multifaceted meanings of such outdoor 
subjects in both painting and sculpture from the early nineteenth century to World 
War II.  American artists’ fascination with depicting hunting and fishing was often 
informed by their own experiences as practitioners and was more than merely a 
way of commemorating outdoor traditions. Approximately 60 paintings and 
sculptures—some of the finest examples of American art—illuminate changing 
ideas about place, national identity, community, wildlife, and the environment, 
offering compelling insights into socioeconomic issues and cultural concerns. 

Capturing a communion with nature that was becoming increasingly scarce, many artists alluded to the country’s burgeoning 
industrialization and urbanization. 
 

MODERN ART MUSEUM OF FORT WORTH 
Highlights from the Permanent Collection 
The Modern maintains one of the foremost collections of modern and 
contemporary international art in the central United States. Various 
movements, themes, and styles are represented, including Abstract 
Expressionism, Color Field painting, Pop art, and Minimalism, as well as 
aspects of New Image Painting from the 1970s and beyond, recent 
developments in abstraction and figurative sculpture, and 
contemporary movements in photography, video, and digital imagery. 
 

REGISTRATION 
Includes chartered coach,* museum admissions, lunch (Café Modern), snacks, readings 

Your check is your reservation--$120 per person to:    Karen Pope Art inSight 
        PO Box 5730 
        Austin TX 78763-5730 
 
*round-trip from central Austin; quick stops for participants in Georgetown and Waco 
 
Full schedule and departure details will be sent by email to all registrants. 
You may give your place to a friend; refunds will be unlikely less than 10 days before the trip. 
 
 
QUESTIONS	  	  	  
Karen_pope@mac.com (512-431-8932)  •  Send an email to hold a spot	  

	  

	  

	  


